Finance Domain Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Update on FIBO work
  – Update on plans from EDM Council to rationalize FIBO submissions into consolidated FIBO RFCs each quarter
  – State Street Proof of Concept
  – Use of SMIF in CCM for FIBO SME Validation
  – Semantics for Pension Insurance Ontology
  – FIGI update
  – How BIAN plans to use FIBO
- **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  - Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    - N/A
  - RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s)
    - N/A

- **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  - Technology Adoptions
    - N/A
  - RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendations
    - EDM Council FIBO Consolidated RFC expected June

- **Liaisons**
  - No formal liaisons but we continue to pursue informal liaison with ISO TC68, FIX ACTUS, XBRL, BIAN); update on BIAN

- **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  - EDM Council on FIBO consolidated submission
  - Distributed Ledger WG update and workshop
  - Pensions semantics and data updates?